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РАДИАЦИОННЫЕ ПЕРЕХОДЫ В КВАРКОНИй

И КВАНТОВАЯ ХРОМООТАМИКА

Предложен новый подход к радиационным переходам в кварко-

нии ( С С , Ъ Ъ ) •'• ) , основанный на асимптотическое свободе

на малых расстояниях в квантовой хромодянамике к на аналитич-

ности и состоящий в получении дисперсионных правил сумм, свя-

зывающих амплитуды переходов с треугольными кварковыми диа-
*

граммами, что позволяет модельно-независимш образом оценить

эти амплитуда. Правила сумм получены в нулево*м приближении

квантовой хромодинамики для переходов между С-четными уровня-

ми 0
+ +
, Т

+ +
, 2

+ +
, 0~

+
 и векторными уровнями I . Обсуждается

влияние глюонных дюправок и лроизводится выбо;, олту.у.пл-аих

моментов правил сумм, для которых эти поправки ожидаггг-̂ я ;
;i
.;

уровне ^ 2 0 fa . Вычисленные с помощью этих правил сум-.
1
: ]иирины

радиационных переходов в чармонии оказываются в неплохом сог-

ласии с имеющимися экспериментальными данными. Приводятся

также оценки ширин аналогичных переходов в ф-кварконик.-

Обсуждается связь предпагаемого подхода с нег-елятивкстскики

потенциальными моделями кваркония.
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RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS IK QUARKOHIUM

AM) -iUANTUii CHROIiODYKAlUCS

./e propose a new approach to the radiative transitions

in quarkoniur. (cc,bb,...) based en the asymptotic freedom of

;CD and on the analyticity. This approach consists in deriva-

tion of dispersion sura rules relating the transition amplitude^

with the triangle quark diagrams. In this way, a possibility

emerges to estimate these amplitudes in a model-independent waj.

The sum rules are obtained in zeroth order of QCD for transi-

tions betwesn C-even levels 0
+ +
,1

+ +

t
2

+ +
,0"

+
 and vector (1 )

levels.The influence of pjluon corrections is discussed and the

optimum moments of .sum rules are chosen for which these cor-

rections are expected to be at the level of G(*s)~20'?. The

widths of radiative transitions in charmoniuE calculated by

means of sum rules turn out to be in agreement with available

experimental data. The ,stimates for analogous transitions in

b-quarkoniiua are also presented.The suggested approach is com-

pared with nonrclativi3tic models of radiative transitions.

Yerevan Physics Institute

Yerevan 1980



1. Introduction

The dispersion treatment of the heavy quarkonium levels

(qq-resonances, where q*c,b,...) developed in Ret, [ij turned

out to be one of the most fruitful applications of the quantum

chromodynamics (QCD).

Based on the very general principles of the theory , such;

aa asymptotic freedom, analyticity and unitarity, this approadh

consists in the derivation of dispersion sum rules for certain

amplitudes (vacuum averages) induced by the q-quark currents.

The sum rules connect the QCD calculated amplitudes in deep

virtual region with the qq-resonance contributions to the

physical imaginary parts of these amplitudes* Due to this con-

nection the properties of the lowest quarkonium level» sited

below the <j-f lavor threshold turn out to be distinctly fixed.

So one is able to predict various parameters of these levels,

such as their couplings to the quark currents, their annihila-

tion widths and even their masses*

The purpose of this work is to calculate in a similar way

the widths of radiative transitions between the quarkonium *

levels*



Usually these processes are treated in the framework of

nonrelativistic potential models. Contrary to that the approach

suggested here ie purely relativistic It does not contain such

ingredients as interaction potential, radial wave functions or

overlap integrals.

In our approach the matrix elements of radiative transi-

tions are represented by the ordinary Lorentz-invariant three-

particle vertices ( with all the particles on the mass shell )

built out of four-momenta and polarization vectors "of the two

resonances and the photon which participate in a given transi-

tion»

As it will be seen further, our approach is a rather natu-

ral generalization of the aiethod developed in Ref. JVJ and is

elosaly related to this method both in basic elements and in

some technical details . The generalization consists in the

use of double dispersion relations ( double imaginary parts or

tfandelstam type spectral functions ) instead of usual one-dimen-

sional dispersion relations used in Ref. £ij •

•-."•tie double dispersion relations are in fact most suitable

for our purposes. Really, if we write down auch a relation for

the triangle vacuum amplitude induced by three quark currents

j-j» 3o sru* овт
 (

 s e e
 Fig^1 ) , then the resonance part of the

physical double spectral function will contain exactly the mat-

rix elements of 1 -^2+fl , 2-*-1+fl type radiative transitions,

•where 1 (.2) is the qq-resonance with the same J quantum num-

bers as those of the i^i^) current. In derivation of double

iispersion relations we shall use the analyticity on ŝ  and s
?



variables which are the squares of the external four-momenta

in j«| and jg vertices, respectively.

To obtain a set of sum rules as complete as possible we

shall differentiate the dispersion relations not only at

e.,= 0, s
2
» 0 (following Ref.[i]}

(
 but also at s.,»-o© , s

2
»

« -во «The last procedure, as it will be shown below, will help

us to obtain information on the transitions between resonances

sited above the lowest quarkonium states. The expansion at s=

in one-dimensional dispersion relations for the c-quark po-

larization operator have been used recently in Ref. f2j • The

analogous method have been applied earlier in Ref. [з].

The plan of this paper is as follows.

The general outline of double dispersion sum rules deriva-

tion is presented in Sec. 2 .

Following this outline, the sum rules for the most inter-

esting transitions between C-even 0
++
,1

++
,2

+<f
, 0"

+
 - levels and

vector 1~~*-levele are obtained in the zeroth order of QCD( d
s
 «

0). We discuss the possible influence of gluon corrections and

choose the "optimum" moments of the sum rules for which these

corrections are expected at the level of О f^s)"20$. ( The

calculation of gluon corrections is a rather complicated problem

end we postpone it for the future» )

In Seo.3 the obtained sum rules are used to calculate the

amplitudes of the electric d<pole (Б1) transitions ( 0**
t
'\*

+

t

B
++<
*-»-1""") in charmonium. For this purpose the following proce-

dure is used* The set of sum rules is considered as an over-

tie termined system of linear equations for the unknown amplitudes.

Then, the amplitudes are fitted to minimize the sum of squared



differences between r.h.s. and l.h.s. of these equations

taken over "optimum" moments.This procedure leade to reasonable

results , since the fitted values of ampl:'.tudes turn out to

satisfy all "optimum" moments of the sum rules with the accu-

racy of 10-20 % i.e. at the level of the QCD zeroth order un-

certainty.

The amplitudes obtained in this way determine the widths

of £1 transitions in charmonium, which are in a good agreement

with -tillable experimental data.

The widths of the lowest B1 transitions in b-quarkonium

(the ~% -family) are also estimated in the same way.

In S Q C . 4 the magnetic-dipole transitions (M1) are con-

sidered between 1 and 0~+ levels of quarkonium.. The sum

rules relating the amplitudes of four M1 transitions between

tyty t 4*' » \с » \с -levels make it possible to estimate the

amplitudes of 3/<J/-»-?jc J( » H
7
-*"

1
^ diagonal transitions.

If we identify the Ц
с
 with the recent SLAC candidate *• -*

JJ
C
(2977)» then our estimates do not contradict the preliminary

data on "-yip "*" \c^ transitions. In a special case our sum

rules coinside with simple VDM type relation between

ГСЩ+^су) and Г(i[t+t$) widths that have been recently

obtained and justified from the QCD point of view in rlef. £5]»

Finally» in Sec. 5 we present a few comments concerning

the comparison of our approach with the traditional nonrelati-

vistic models of radiative transitions.

Note, that some of the results presented here have been

published recently «- -* in letter form.



2. Dispersion sum rules in the zeroth order of QCD

We start from the general derivatior of double disper-

sion sum rules for the amplitudes of radiative transitions

between q-quarkonium levels ( q з c,b,... ).

Consider a triangle amplitude which is the vacuum

average of the T-product of three currents г

(1)

where Q is the q-quark charge • j
e m
 * q 4 q

1
 is the

electromagnetic current corresponding to the real photon

emission with momentum к ; ̂ » q 0
1
 q and j

2
» <* °2

 ч

PC PC
are the quark currents with J^ and J| Quantum numbers

determined by the 0
1
 and 0

2
 Lorentz structures ( sum

over color indices ) ; p
1
 and p

2
 are the external moments

о

at j* and J
2
 vertices ( p

1 2
 = s

1 2
) ; A

a b
are the in-

. ̂ are the kinematical structures

built out of four-momenta p^ , p« » к • The number and the

PC

form of these structures are defined by J ̂
 2
 quantum num-

bers. Hereafter, the Lorentz indices correponding to these

quantum numbers are omitted.

We shall always choose Ijm in the form excluding

kinematical singularities on s
1 f
 e

2
 , so that the analyti-



cai properties of the amplitude (1) are completely dexermined

by those of the Invariant amplitudes A ,(s1,e5). The further

consideration will be held in terms of these amplitudes omit-

ting the indices a,b,.« •

We suppose that j^ and J2 currents have nonvanishing

matrix elements on/^ between vacuum and those hadron states

which contain pairs—of heavy quarks qq . Transitions into

hadrons containing only quarks of other flavors are negligible

due to the well known OZI rule (for more detailed discussion

see Ref. £ij ) ,
2In the 8-j , Sg <*̂  4m region , where m is the q-quark

mass, the amplitude ACs^Sg) corresponds to highly virtual

vacuum fluctuations taking place at small distances r* 1/2m

as compared with the typical hadron size or confinement lengtJju

These distances become smaller while moving into the spacelike

region s-|»s2
 < C • A t sucil distances the strong interaction

is weakened and is defined by QCD coupling constant cLs — Qt2

( see e.g. Ref. [ij ) .

In zeroth order in d^ ,that we shall work further, the

amplitude (1) is determined by the triangle q-quark Peynman

diagram shown in Pig. 1 . We denote by A0 (s^Sg) the in-

variant amplitudes corresponding to this diagram ( omitting

the indices a,b,..).

The approximation

2
is valid in the whole region -eo < s^Qg « 4m .

To proceed, we use the analytical properties of A(s-j,Sp)

3



and A°(s
1
,s

2
) first on s. then on Sg. As it will become

evident , the order here is inessential.

The A(s
1f
Sp) amplitude corresponds to the physical

vacuum fluctuations and its imaginary part on ŝ  (eg) deter-

mined by the unitarity contains the contributions of inter-

mediate J ? ( J л ) qq-states. The letters are the resonan-

ces corresponding to the lowest and radially excited levels of

q-quarkonium and two» end many-particle states containing

q-flavored hadron pairs.

We confine ourselves to the case when below the q-flavor

threshold s
0
 there ie one J^ -level R

1
 ( two J

 2
 -levels

R
2
 and R'

2
 ) with mass ra

1
 ( m

2
 and nig), so that m^ < m

1
 < nig»

This situation takes place e.g. in the charmonium .

Here at J
P
? » 0

+ +
 and J*S> » 1~~ , Щ я /o(3415)

 ;
 R

2
 Ш Щ ;

R
2
=4/ •

The derivation presented further is easily modified for

a more complicated lay-out of the states below threshold

(see below ) •

Applying the unitarity condition twice, first on ŝ  ,

then on &2 t
 a
»

d
 assuming the analyticity on s

1
 and s

2 f

we obtain the following double dispersion relation

(3)



where %
л
 . define the "vacuum" matrix elements

that may be extracted from annihilation widths and/or by an

independent dispersion method as in Ref. £i3 • * end F

define the matrix elements of R1 "+-R2y »
 R2"*RiY radia*Avei

transitions

that we are interested in. Ъ^ДлДа, are the wave functions of

^1»К
2
#Й2»

 C
1,2y

d
a,b.. dimensions are chosen so that g-j,

g
2
 and F

fl b
 , P

fl b
 are dimensionless . (Theindices a,b,.. are

omitted in Eq.(3) and hereafter) •

Finally, О (s
1f
Sp) in Eq. (3) denotes the contribution

into the double imaginary part of the amplitude A of the

intermediate states sited above the q-flavor threshold. The

total set of these states with quantum numbers J^
c

(J^including both higher quarkonium levels and continuum

of states containing q-flavored hadron pairs, we call

continuum and denote C, ( Cg ). Defined in this way, the

double spectral function ,p
C
(s

1
 , s

2
) includes amplitudes

10



of complicated and mainly unobservaoLe 5 :•'•.\̂s i i. ions such as

The graphical representation of the r.h.3. of Sq. (3) is

shown in Pig. 2 .

Turn now to the amplitude A°(s*,s, ) corraaponding to

the triangle diagram of Fig* 1 .

In general, this amplitude may also be represented in

a form of double dispersion integral ':

(6)

where the double spectral function 0 (s^,Sp) has the fol-

lowing general iorm :

Hsre the function f(s) is defined by J ^ 2 quantum numbers

and the color factor 3 is explicitly written out.

The origin of representation (6) for the triangle diagram

ie easily understood if proceeding from the unitarity in the

following way.

The imaginary part of tbe triangle diagram taken on one

*) For simplicity, in Eq.(3) as well as in Eq.(6) we

do not take into account the possible subtractions* They may

be easily restored in the final expressions ( see the com-

meat after Eq,(3) ) •

11



of the variables s
1
 or s

2
 corresponds to the two internal

quark lines en the mass shell. Further, we perform the analy-

tical continuation of this imaginary part en the other vari-

able, The only singularity which emerges as a result of this

continuation is the pole at s
1
 • Sg corresponding to the

third internal quark line on the mass shell and to the о -

-function in Eq.(7) . The absence of any anomalous threshold

for this triangle diagram , аз it can be easily verified , ie

guaranteed by the fact that one of its external masses is

equal to zero viz. the photon mass (k * 0 ).

Tne analytical properties stated above are independent

of the J ^
 2
 quantum numbers of ;j.j , ̂  vertices.

To proceed, we equate the r.h.e. of dispersion representa-

tions (3) and (6) according to the approximation (2) ir. the

whole region -oo < s^ , Sg <<4*n . The practical use of

the resulting equation becomes possible if one can estimate

the t»tal «antribution of continuvu* ( C-j ф Cg ) given by the

integral fr«* J> (3.j,s
2
) in Eq.(3).

N«te that tilt equality of r.h.s. of Iqs.(3) and(o) leads

с °
to the aeymptetic coincidence of f (s-pSj) and
at в.р«2-*

+в
* (far fx-ata the physical cute).

Fellowing Ref. jjj , we adopt the simplest hypothesis,

bae«d on this coincidence s the total contribution of the

continuum can be approximated by the integral from the bare

spectral function P(s^,3^) (corresponding to the free quark

intermediate states) taken over the s. < e
i t
s

0
< o o region

О I L-

(the parton-like approximation of continuum ) •

12



Due to this approximation, we are able to equate the

resonance contribution in Eq.(3) with the integral from
о p

у (s.,,s
2
) taken over 4m $

 B
-\*2 ̂

 s
o

 r e
S

i o n
»

 I n
 other wordsi

the resonance contribution is dual to the bare quark states

below the q-flavor threshold.

Finally, we obtain :

m\) ($
r
 ж}) (S

2
- mi

1

The postulated regions of duality between quark and physical

intermediate states are shown in Fig» 3 •

Expanding Eq.(8) in powers of s^,s
2
 at the points sited

2
in the asymptotic freedom region -oo<s

1
,S2«4m , we may

obtain various sum rules , that express F and F through

the power moments of double spectral function j>° ( or £ ).

To obtain a set of such sum rules as complete as possible , we

shall expand Eq.(8) not only at «.,= 0 ^ &p = 0 ( following

Ref. C O ) but also at ŝ  =-<» , e2 =-c*> ( generalizing the

method of R*f. f2j )•

Then the sum rules take the following final form :

— -2 '"1 •' '2. 1

(9)

13



where jbL ~ _r -:• :• - c, - d ; £2= 2k + 2 - c2; J> =n + к + 2,

Here n^-0 (k^G) end n< О(к«£ 0) correspond to the n-th

(k-th) order of 2^,(8) expansion at 8̂ = 0 (Sp = 0) and s1 =

-ел ( 8 - - oo ), respectively.

Hote, that if wo had taken into account possible subtract

tions at э
1
 = 0 (s^ = 0) to improve the convergence of disper-

sion integrals, the final result (9) would not have changed.

The only difference is as follows. In the case of n
Q
 ( k

Q
 )

subtractions on з
1
 (sg)» the n ̂  n

Q
(k^-k

0
) and n < n

Q
 (k< k^

momenta would correspond to the n-th ( k-th) order of the

Eq.(8) expansion.

The modification of Eq.(9) for a more complicated apect-

rum of resonances sited below the treeshold is also obvious.

Suppose that in addition to R̂  , there exists another

PC i i

J у -state R
1
 with mass m-j . Then we should aid to the

l,h.s. of Ео„(9) two terms corresponding to the two possible

transitions R^-*-R
2
$ jRp-^R^jf in which R\ participates

( for definiteness the direction of transitions is chosen as

if m
2
 <

 Ш
1
 <m
2 '•

 T i l 9
 i»*

1
»
8
» °?

 E
4 . (9) becomes

where PCRJ-^-R.^ ) denotes the amplitude (constant) of the

14



i i t f transition. We use this expression in See.4 while

considering H1 - transitions Ц
/
**^

с
-*

п
 the charmonium.

The completeness of the set of sum rules (9) has the

following meaning. Combining positive and negative n and k,

we may adjust the relative weights of P and ? in Bq. (9)

( or PCRj^Rjtf ) in Eq.(9 ) ) in order to make one of these

weights dominant. Thus, in general we have a possibility to

extract all the amplitudes of J ^ *> J g transitions entering

the resonance part of the sum rules.As it will become evident

below, the situation id not so ideal, since the sum rules are,

in fact, valid only at limited n and к • Nevertheless, a lot

of information about transition amplitudes still may and will

be extracted from Eq.(9).

It is appropriate to note here that the value of s in

Eq.(9) may not coincide with the physical q-flavor threshold

equal to 4M ( where H is the mass of the lightest q-flavor-

ed hadron ). Really, there are reasons to expect that at

s^ » 8
2
 > 4M ths j* (s.j , e

2
) double spectral function is

still dominated by resonances that continue the spectra of

radial exoitatioss of the lowest levels R
1
 and R

2
 •

Recall, e.g. that the cross section <э (e
+
e""-> charm ) that

determines the imaginary part, of the c-quark polarization

operator, in the region 2 U p < J s
0
 < 4,5 GeV is saturated by

4* (3772) , Ц> (4028) and higher resonances. If similar situ-

ation takes place for the triangle amplitude A , we jay remove

the contributions of these above-threshold resonances from the

J> (s^Sg) and incorporate them into the resonance part of

dispersion representation (3) and correspondingly into the

15



l.h.s. of Bq. (9). In this case^sT is to be larger than the

maximum resonance mass. So the choi e of "true" continuum

region is somewhat uncertain. The natural way to resolve this

uncertainty is to compare the sum rules with the experiment

(see e.g. the next section ). Note, that a sort of "local"

duality may occur here, if the resonances in a certain region

s

o
 < s

1

s

o

 a r e
 dual to the quark-parton states.

Turn now to the derivation of Eq. (9) for the most inter-

esting types of radiative transitions between C-even quark-

onium levels with J
P
^ = 0

+ +
,1

+ +
,2

+ +
,0"

+
 and vector levels with

•J 2 ~
 1
 • All these transitions are observable in в е -anni

hilation.

According to the general outline described above, the

problem consists in the calculation of double spectral functions
о

J>(s^,3
2
) of relevant triangle diagrams.

At various J*!J quantum numbers (various j- currents)

the amplitude (1) in terms of invariant amplitudes has the

following form :

a)

1++,

16



с) J*?-2~
t h

(1OC)

d) J™ » О'*;

is the e.m.field tensor ( 6^ is the photon polarization vectoif)

According to their definition (5), the matrix eleiwats of

J ^ •«-> 1 transitions have the same form (10) where instead ot

A
fl b < e e

 invariant amplitudes there are corresponding ?
ft ЪлфЛ

invariant constants and the kinematical structures are multi-

plied by the wave functions of photon and 1 , J ̂  -resonances

with j*- and V, ̂»X,... Lorentz indices,reepectively.Since we

are interested in these matrix elements only , we have left in

£q. (10) only those independent kinematical structures which

survive after being multiplied by the transverse wave functions.

In Eq,(10c) we have also taken into account the symmetry on Ap

(reflected by coefficient 2) and the irreducibility (the vani-

shing trace) of the 2++-resonanoe wave function •

The results of calculation of double spectral functions

(7) corresponding to the invariant amplitudes (10) are presen-

П



ted in Table 1 as well as the dimensions d and c
1
 of

matrix elements (4) and (5). Together with the dimension of

"vacuum
11
 matrix element (4) of the vector (1"*") current Ср»2,

the contents of the Table 1 entirely determine the sum rules

(9) for all types of transitions under consideration.

Before turning to the physical applications, it is neces*

sary to determine the intervals of n,k variation

-n
2
 $ n £ +n1 ; -kg $ к ̂  +k

1
 (11)

for which our sum rules are expected to hold.

If the sum rules (9) were valid at arbitrary large n ,

к > 0 , it would mean that the physical and the bare quark

amplitudes coincide with each other in the whole region s^,

s
2
 > 0 . Such coincidence is in fact impossible since at

Si»
G
2~^ 4m the asymptotic freedom is violated and the zerotb

order of 3CD is inapplicable (for details see 'Ref. [13 )•

Hence, the sum rules are reliable up to certain maximum mo-

ments n. , k.j .

On the other hand, the parton approximation of continuum

used to obtain £q.(9) is actually based on the assumption

at 8 | , B 2 ^ + « , where tig, k2 are some finite numbers.

Therefore, the sum rules would be violated also At n "C-i

k<-k2 .

18



To choose proper upper boundaries in Eq.(11) we refer to

the well-studied sura rules obtained in Ref. £"|Д for the

c-quark polarization operator by expanding one-dimensional dis-

persion relation at s=0. The comparison with experiment shows

that these sum rules are valid up to the 4-n;h moment. For high-

er moments the agreement is restored if one takes into account,

as in Ref. £7j * the so called power gluon corrections sharply

growing with increasing the number of moment. Тпезе correction**

are not reproduced by perturbation theory in c/Q and reflect

the essential violation of asymptotic freedom at s -> 4m

(connected with the confinement ). For lower moments the power

corrections in the charmonium L J as well as in the b-quark-

onium l-
8
J are negligible • With this in mind , we choose in

Eq.(11) n , kp = 3 • Moreover, 3uch a limitation allows to

neglect the Coulomb type gluon corrections for bb and heavier

\ quarkonia *-
8
J
 #

The "negative" moments of sum rules for the c-quark pola-

rization operator have been derived in Ref. ̂ 2] by means of

expansion at s = - 00 . It have been found out that these

"reversed" sum rules fulfil fairly well up to the 20-th mo-

ment, if %» , y' , and ty (3770) contributions are taken into

account. This agreement indicates an almost ideal duality be-

tween the continuum and the c-quark states in the i""*-channel

of charmonium. We make use of this fact as a motivation to

apply the sum rules (9) at n,k, < 0 choosing in Eq.(11) n.,,

k.j = - 5 with some reserve. (Note,however, that,strictly

% speaking, the thoretical status of negative moments is less

\ slear so far than that of positive ones, )

19



Thus, we have chosen a certain set of "optimum" moments

of sum rules. We expect that the accuracy of these moments is

mainly determined by the usual 0f«O perturbation theory cor-

rections given by gluon exchanges at email distances in the

triangle diagram* The calculation of these corrections is a

rather complicated problem. Nevertheless, we expect that they

do not exceed ™ 20% which is the order of Ofa) correction to

the polarization operator (see Ref. jjj ). The numerical esti-

mates of transition amplitudes given below are expected to be

at the same level of accuracy,*

3. The electric dipole transitions

Here and in the next section we shall try to realize

whether the obtained sum rules give us an actual possibility

to calculate the widths of radiative transitions and whether

the results of these calculations agree with available experi-

mental data»

Up to now the most complete experimental information has

been accumulated concerning

radiative transitions in the charmonium.

The % -levels (J»0,1
f
2) are ;f

o
(3415), XiC351O),

/^(3550) with J
P C
=0

+ +
,1

+ +
,2

+ +
. They are intermediate be-

tween <%ь(3095) and <|>(3685) • Following the nonrelativiatic

terminology, we call the transitions (12) electric dipole (E1J

ones.



Evidently, the Б1 transitions in the b-quarkonium

,r'*Ai
 etc

.
ь

sooner or later will also be discovered» ( у.„ are the b-quark

analogs of ^ -levels )•

Returning to the charmonium, we note that the arrangement

of ^ and Ф levels coincide with the one considered above in
general case ( R.,= y$ ,R

2

s
 3/f fRg» У )•

Substituting into Eq,(9) for each value of J the corre-

sponding functions J(
s
) and dimensions d,c.j from Table 1

(recall that Cg* 2 )
 9
we obtain the sum rules for transition

constants F̂  ^ and F'^ ' . Recall thai the a,b,... indices'

count the invariant amplitudes whereas J=0,1,2 denotes the

spin of Xj
 i n
 *

л в
 transitions (12). When these details are

inessential, the indices are omitted.

What are the numerical values of parameters entering

Eq.(9) ?

The masses m.*mv ^ m<j, ,п^чт^' are written down abo^e

(in MeV)at the symbols of resonances. As for the c-quark mass

value , we shall use m=m
c
» 1,25 r 1*30 GeV evaluated in Ref

j]i] • Recall that this value has the meaning of the current

quark mass or the mass at email distances. According to the

discussion presented above, tbe value of ,[ê  is to be chosen

in the following interval

ш^
1
 • 3»685 GeV < {'*Q'< m^"» 3»770 GeV.

Let us fix an initial value of ^e^ • 3,70 GeV and then try t$

trace the| variation of results with increasing this parameter.

The values of gg * g«> and g
2
 • g^' defining the matrix
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elements (4) have been calculated in Hef. £i] by means of

sum rules for the c-quark polarization operator. These values

turn out to agree fairly well with the experimental ones

0,125 , l3tl e 0,0755

that may be extracted from *fy and Y leptonic widths X

4,S KeV, X"tn* =2,1 keV ( we take central exp. values

according to

9twf

itecr.ll that,just the succesful calculation of %л has stimu-

lated the development of dispersion approach in various direc-

tions.

С 11

The analogous calculation of g
1
 » g ̂  gives

 w
 :

0,095 , I§^1» 0,13 (14)

The <)v constants have no direct physical sense. However in

noTG?elfitivi?.tic approach the gy and gv, may be extracted

from ^од-^Jf widths. After substitution of numerical values

of parameters, corresponding to the given spin J , each mo-

ment (n,k) of sum rules turns into an independent linear

equation for dimensionless unknowns P and F .

To avoid the possible influence of the J
+ +
 states cited

above the JL^ , we confine ourselves to the positive n
f
s :

1 ^ n g 3 . At the same time, according to the option made

above, we take -5 ^ к ^ 3 • The negative moments (k < 0)

.Л\
г
в us information about the P constant, while at k > 0

22



the P contribution is suppressed by (m у /ny/
1
 )

 л
 weight.

Finally, v/e obtain a highly overdetermined synten of 24

linear equations (9) for the two unknowns • Uince there are no

reasons to prefer some of these equations to others, w-i have to

find an approximate solution for F and F ' equally satisfying

all the equations. v/e suggest the following procedure. Let us

determine the unknowns P and F* from the minimization con-

dition of the sum of squared differences between l.h.s. and

r.h.s. of Eq.(9) denoted by L
k
(P,P ) and R^

 k
(m

f
s

o
) respectiv-

ely ) taken over all the selected moments:

(15)

In this way we obtain definite values of P and P satisfying

Eq.(15). At |s£ * 3,70 GeV and mc * 1,25 GeV (1,30 GeV) these

values are:

P(0)= 0,48 (0,33), P/(0)= 0,17(0,18),

Pa
1)= 0,53 (0,4D, ? i ( 1 ) = 0.35(0,31), (16)

Pa
2)= 0,39 (0,27), J?a'

(2)» 0,20(0,19),

p£2>= 0,006(0,003), *ъ^
2
*

я
 0,010(0,00c).

Besides this,

»р;<
1
>= 0 ; p£2>= -(3/2)p[2);Pj<2)= -(3

follow immediately frora 3q.(9) with tha

from Table 1 in r.h.s.
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Note that the relative sign of F and P turne out to be

positive everywhere К Our method of approximate solution actu+

ally leads to reasonable results.Indeed,if we substitute the

values (16.) back to Eq»(9)» all
 ll
optimum"moraents of sum rules

are then satisfied with the expected accuracy of the QCD zerotll

order. Besides that, the numerical analysis shows that the

minimization procedure is stable against small variation of

parameters entering Eq.(9).

Having the values of P ' and P ', it is easy to calcu-
1

late the widths of radiative transitions. To obtain the expres-

sions for these widths we must square the matrix elements (5)

(substituting the corresponding kinematical structures l^m.

from Eqs.(10) ) and take into account the phase зрасе volume.

In this way, we obtain :

where |M.(Wfc,W
f
,F

W
)|

t
-|F

W
|

1
',

*) Hote that a.ioace we substitute the absolute values of con-

stants g , this sign is in fact the sign of ggP and ^P

products.(This will be important for us in Sec. 5.)
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where we have taken into account Eq.(i6a)«

The widths calculated by means of Eqs.(16) and (17) are

given in Table 2 where they are compared with available expe-

rimental data Г4,9,1О] .Strictly speaking,the only measured

widths are Г^
1
-* ?*%) *

 &R
- №'+ ?*%) £Zot whereas

Presented in Table 2 are not free of ambigui-

where for J^ot^ ^^ ' w e h a v e * a k e n *ne w^ole interval of

theoretical predictions from the review paper *- -* .

The agreement is rather good within the theoretical un-

certainty of the QCD zeroth order ("20 % in amplitudes i.e.

s"40£ in widths) and within the experimental errors. It is

worth noting that the accuracy of experiment is not high so

far. E.g.,even the Г^
о
^( *f ) has an error of *- 25%»

We postpone a more detailed discussion of comparison witl

experiment until more accurate data appear and the Оf°/s)cor-

rect ions are calculated. In any case, the qualitative agreement

is evident indicating that we are in the right way. j

It is worth discussing,however, the sensitivity of our »

predictions to the choice of parameters of Eq.(9). '

Note,first, the dependence of XS^APY constants F
K
 ' on ttie

c-quark mass. The best agreement with the experiment ( with the

I

provisos made above) seams to be at m
c
=1,30 GeV. May be this j
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last circumstance reflects e somewhat effective renormalization

(due to .?luon corrections) of the original value m
rt
 = 1,25 GeV

for which the best agreensnt is achieved for the one-dimensional

sum rules *-
 J
(v.ith the irluon corrections) .

The values of F and p'are also influenced by g
1
»g

2
»S2 vari-

ations.tfecall that we have used in our sum rules (9) those g

values obtained by the dispersion method [1Д . The agreement

of (9) with experiment :aeans , to our mind, a nontrivial accord-

ance between various types of dispersion зшп rules for both

annihilation and radiative transitions.

Finally, we should like to draw attention to the substan-

tial senaitivit,- of the ^-*У^Х constants P ^
J
' to the value

of threshold euex
%
:?,y >f s ' .If we increase is? up to 3,77 GeV

gr.d "forget" to take into account the ^"contribution in the

l.h.s. of JV;.(9) , then the fitted F'^values for all J's

become approximately twice the values presented in 3q,(i6).

Phis already results in sharp contradiction of predicted widths

with experiment. At the same time the F* ^ values

.re not influenced by |s^ variation since this variation mani-

fests itself only in the к < 0 moments where p^
J
' dominate .

n
If we take into account the ty (3770) resonance i.e. add to the

l.h.s. of Eq.(9) the third term
 e
^ i (

n
% , J F* ( where g

2
 =

0,027 is determined from 1ц
щ
=0>Ъ keV according to Eq.(13) and

p"^ ' is the ^ -*"1ъ$ transition constant >, then at

m
y < T**o ~

 m
4'"

 s
 *'

Q
^

 G e V
 values are restored close

to those of Eq. (16) and simultaneously F*^ %, p'^
J
' . Therefore

we conclude that the contributions of 1 -states heavier than

ij/'are essential in the sum rules (9) at к < 0 (c,t. Ret,
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where the if/" contribution was important). Moreover, we do not

exclude the existence of local duality between above-threshold

-resonances and quark states in comparatively narrow inter-

vals of s 2*

Turn now to £1 transitions in the b-ouarkonium. Here the

spectrum of 1~""-states below threshold consists of three levels

Y(946O), У (10015), and У (Ю400) (see , e.g. Ref. [11J).

Two groups of intermediate Xj "levels are also expected :

i j ^ т ^ < т ^ ' < m
y

bl
<rmat

h
(J = 0,1,2 ). A crude estimate givef

ш ^ - ш a' m
y
l' -ту'г'т- - mj, =0,3 GeV whereas -more elaborated

predictiohs of nonrelativistic models are : ra^, =9,9 GeV,

m-i=10,3 GeV (see , e.g. Refs. |12,1зЗ). Recall that the spin-

orbit splitting in the b-quarkonium is expected to be negli-»

gible :

2.

) i* ™ ^ ̂
 Mev ( j = o

»
i }

In such systea of levels , for each J there are six

"̂  El transitions. Consequently, the l.h.s
e
 of sum rules

(9) contain now six terms instead of two, i.e. there are six

transition constants F,F,... . In this case the minimization

procedure suggested above leads to rather uncertain values of

these constants since (within our limited intervals of n,k )

their weights in the l.h.s, of 3q.(9) are too correlated (the

variations of the ratios of these weights with n,lc are insuf-

ficient ) to extract one or another P distinctly. iYe can only

estimate the order of value of the lowest Xa"*"̂ )f transition

constants P^
J
'. To do this we take the n,k « 2,3 moments of\

sum rules (9) and leave only F in the l.h.s. of Eq.(9) using
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the fact that the weights of other constants are small due to

g/g«1 factors), Then we substitute into Eq.(9) nu = ra^ s

9,46 GeV, m = mf'* 4,65 GeV (the b-querk mass at small dis-

tances obtained in Ref. £ 8 j by dispersion method)taking

11,0 GeV (b-flavor threshold) and ĝ  s £ r£ • °»0T;

g j s g»̂  ,. The resulting P̂  ' values are:

,(0) - p O) - p(2) ~ O f O 5 f Q f l p {2)<<c (2)

By means of Eq, (17) we obtain (Qo = -V3j .

) 0,5 i 2,0 kev;

• 4,0 keV.

4» Magnetic dipole transitions»

Since the discovery of the $/\b resonance, the problem

of pseudoscalar (0"+) cc - levels "и
 t
 and У[

с
' have been

the "stumbling-block
11
 of the charraonium spectroseopy.

In e
+
e~-annihilation, the promising sources of т[

с
-reso-

nances are 'I' *> 71
C
 magnetic dipole (M1) transitions that we are

going to consider here*

Just recently, after unsuccessful "finds" such as X(2,83'),

the situation around M1 transitions have been considerably

clarified*A real candidate for >[c with mass m_ « 2,98+ 0,02

GeV have been discovered L^J at SL&C. There are also some pre-

liminary results on the M1 transitions :

- 0,2 r 0,5 % (19a)

from l*£* 1,28 keV [

2P



and still an upper bound

Recall that the experimental value of m- fit well not only

the nonrelativistic model of "hyperfine" Ty-ijc splitting but

also the much stringent limits

2,98GeV<W^c< 3,02 GeV

that follows from dispersion ami rules for the

vacuiun average(including the main gluon corrections)where

65= ic^sC is the c-quark 0" current . As a byproduct,

these sum rules L*»*J give also the value of "vacuum" constant

leil-tevl- 0.12 (20,

defining the matrix element (4) for j
1
 = jc current.

The second CT
+
-charmonJ.um level "n'

c
 is expected to be near

its vector analog »j/ . Thus, for example, the nonrelativistic

calculations give (see , e.g. Ref. [)&} )

= 7 3
 ±

 1 9 M e V
»
 ( 2 1 a )

\

and s{
c
 /g*it

 3
 S+

(
 /G+ =0,604 (21b)

(Recall that in terms of ncnrelativistic approach g ~ y(o) )

%
These estimates satisfy the lowest moments of sum rules*- -•

in which the 7f^ contribution is not suppressed. Therefore, we

shafNiae (21) along with (20) below.

Two levels R^s. Ц and R̂  = iĵ  (with Ĵj = 0 ) are related

to 1*2*% »
R
2 s if'(with J

P
| = 1"") by four M1 transitions.

Their matrix elements are defined by four invariant constants

F С R J - ^ R J X ) • The sum rules relating these constants have

the general form (9) with the l.h.s. given by Eq. (9 ) and
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and -Jl°"Jfrom Table 1 in the r.h.s. The final answer is :

• As it was explained above, we expect that Eq.(22) holds

with *> 20 % accuracy in the interval -5 •$ n,k, ̂  3 .

The numerical fit of the four constants P over the

resulting set of linear equations (22) gives the following

values for the constants of
 ll

diagonal"transitione ^(|/-*^Jf

and f'-> \*,\

F(3/4/-*viO-3,ea.5)
(23a>

at m
c
» 1,25 GeV (1,30 GeV ) , ^ m 3,70 GeV .

As for the "nondiagonal
lt
transitions ^'-^^cj' and *l!-*

the fitting procedure leads only to the definite upper limit

The actual values of nondiagonal constants are not fitted slnde

even their maximal weights in Eq.(22) (at n =-5
 f
k = 3 or at

n = 3 , к = -5 ) are not large enough to extract these constants!

distinctly» So the total balance between l.h.s. and r.h.s. of

Eq. (22) is mainly determined by the values of diagonal con-

stants.

According to the definition of transition matrix -element

(5).with corresponding kinematical structure (lOd) the diagonal

iP



I! 1 7/idths are :

where V(P) is Щог l|/' ( lf tor 7J ).

Substituting the values (23) into 2q.(24) , we have

= од v ( « v ) ( ^ ; ) 3

If we adopt 8ft ( ̂c^tf) =1/845 (the familiar iCd estiraate'-
17
f.

then Г€У*
>
(^-»т|сУ)<''»7 keV. The obtained prediction for

T(№+\i%)
±B c o m

P
a t i b l e w i t h t h i s b0

'
and
 ('-'itiiin -^405 uncer-

tainty of our result and within 0(<*s)uncertainty of BfUty-^jf))

The nondiagonal transition v/idths due to our result (23bj>

'/' are limited :

r (Aw) = ̂ "t

The last limit is too high as compared with the experimental

value (19a). Therefore, we conclude that our sum rules are not

yery informative for the nondiagonal transitions.

The r$fy-»T[cll) value close to our result (25) have been

Obtained recently in Ref. [ 5 ] by means of simple VDIJ type д-ela-

i ion:



Гпзге is nothing surprising in auch coincidence since (26),

in fact, may be derived from our sura rules (22) in a particulai

case. Indeed, at k=0 the r.h.s. of Eq.(22) coincides with the

one-dimensional dispersion integral with n subtractions

(27)

V
corresponding to the bare triangle diagram with two photon vert

2 ~+

ticeo (k = 0 , Sj = 0 ) and 0 vertex. This integral at s-| =

0 can be expressed through the resonance contributions ( in

zeroth order in <JL, and in the quark - continuum duality limit

at s- ̂  s ). As a result , the sum rules with various n emerge

for >[
c
-> 2-V» TJc ->2.y amplitudes. These sum rules, among others

have been obtained in Ref. £ij (see,e.g. Eq.(5.34) from the

review paper [j3 ). Substituting these resonance tents into

the r.h.s. of J£q.(22) instead of (27) at к = 0 , we obtain
Ль! J

hi»'

where А(^с(^сУ*"^) defines the matrix element

It is naturally to split 3q.(28) into VJc and >[c parts .Then,

neglecting P(«(''->yicV ) aa in Ref. [J5j|
 w
® have

Л2



This relation ,being squared and written in terns of v:i<:ths
f

immediately transforms into iiq.(26). The Of^ccrrections in

Eq. (26) correspond to the annlo.-ous corrections to the r,h.s.

of Eq.(22).

Finally» the зиг. rales (22) written for the b-quarkonium

allow to estimate the amplitude of the lov/est х^'Ч £ I.I1 transi-

tion ( у is the b-suark analog of the T7e. ). Leaving in the
a

r.h.s. of 3q.(22) only F( ̂ ^
b
| C ) wo obtain at и,к = £,3

at m^C « ra , g^&=s , mb = 4,65 GeV,Js^ = 11,0 GeV.

5. The comparison with nonrelativistic modele

The dispersion approach developed above represents a model-

indapardent and purely relativistic treatment of radiative tran-

sitions.

On the other hand, there exists a traditional way of des-

cribing these processes based on the nonrelativistic models of

quarkonium quantum mechanics. In these models the radiative

transitions are viewed ac simple dipole transitions in a certain

(model-dependent) interquark potential with confinement.

Here we present a few brief comments concerning the comparison

of our approach with the nonrelativistic one.

пя establish reXfttjLon3 between invariant raajrix



elements of radiative transitions and the corresponding non-

relativistic amplitudes . For definiteness, we consider

anil J/ih-*
1
]^ transitions. The results for other transitions are

similar.

In the rest system of /3 (or ̂ c ) the expressions (5)

written for the 7$"*%l ^
or
 ^fy"*"

1
^) with kinematical

structures taken from Sq.(10) take the following form in the

nonrelativistic limit r—• ->0 (where to = к - m^ (or я -

и ̂  ) is the photon energy)

r(°)i

( 2 9 b )

(29c)

(29d)

where n =^ and © > ̂ c » Ч'» /e>^,XiK are the three-dimensional

wave functions of photon , ̂c » 3/ф>¥о,^4,%2. respectively.

jSqs.(29a) and (29d) correspond to trivial 31 and Ml nonrelati-

yistic amplitudes. A nontrivial fact is the E1-dominance in thf

two other structures (29b),and (29c) since the terms of these

.structures corresponding to M2 and M2,E3 amplitudes of /f-

end X-t^^y transitions are suppressed due to small numerical

factors °/^ and F«/FJ?\ ^° /f
C
c? respectively (see Eq.(i6)).

j?he..SJ ampl?tu<j£S P ( F ( Q \ p^)f ? ( ? ^ *n



are related with the nonrelativistic overlap integrals as

follows: _(*)

j?

(with some inessential normalization factors) where Co = m ^ -

ft<|» , R,tf-' and R.jj
tf
 are the radial wave functions of

tf<' (2"^S-) and Уз (^Pj) charmoniurc levels. The minus sign

in the firet equation (30) is caused by the fact that the ce-

quence of states in the matrix element ^% \ j Г| \~fy) ̂
s r e v e j

-

sed as compared v/ith the "natural" sequence <̂ -$ [t^ — ^С^/ф'^/^

On the other hand , the gy, ,g4',£ v conetavii? in nonrelativie-

tic language are proportional to Л^\$$у(р)
}
£-%.®г-чъпчсЪ-:.чsly.

Recently a rather general theorem has been prove.iL'J concerning

the sign of 25-*-1P dipole matrix elj-i-jn*. Prom t :i^ thaoi-sra i-

follows that the relative sign of lL(o)I an-lfij(o)l products Is

negative.. Just the same sign follows from ouv sum rules if v;e

take into account Sq.(30) and the definitions of ч;'з and
 р
'з

(see the footnote after J2q.(i6) ).

IVe turn now to the comparison of numerical rt-sulwc :;:u- the

S1 transitions. For this ригрозз, in the fourth column of T.-ible

2 we present the E1 widths calculated in one of the most oTabo-

(cated nonrelativistic models L
 2
J . The general agreement wit:,

our results i3 obvious. The Г0^"*%Л predictions also agree

with the results of nonrelativistic sun rulesL 'J riven in the

fifth column of Table 2 . ITote however thai, the r(<f->Xotf)width



given by the dispersion sum rules is smaller (and closer to the

experimental value ) than the nonrelativiatic model prediction.

It is important to remind the accordance between radiative and

Leptonic (annihilation) widths in our approach whereas in the

nonrelativistic charmonium there exists an unambigous discre-

pancy between <f(o) and the overlap integrals as it was noted in

fcef. [12J .

As for the b-quarkonium, our predictions for P(Xi"*" ̂ Jf)

obtained above are much smaller than those of nonrelativistic

aodel 0?J

Our final comment refer to the nonrelativistic limit of

M1 amplitude F( УУ"* "Ч^Х )• that is easily obtained comparing'

!sq. (24) in the limit l
l||
"f"

m
1</w

l
i-*O with the familiar non-

relativistic expression

2

where J*- is the c-quark magnetic moment and, J ~ J M ( ^

Then Р^З/ц,^.»|
е
у)=^^)-1 where J*-o = %& . If one neglects

the effects of hyperfine splitting , then £»I, = R M C , 1 = 1 ,

JL *ji0 and P (
3/f-**U*) - 4 . Similarly, Ft^TUjf ) = Я

= 4, PC f^ilcy )= PC Ht->4fy Y ) = 0 and а180Р(Г^
§
у ) =4.

These values are of order of our results obtained above from thb

numerical analysis of dispersion sum rules (22).

Thus, we may conclude that there is an obvious qualititive

agreement between dispersion sum rules and nonrelativistic mo-

dels which are based on the potentials with confinement. This

sonclusion supports the general viewpont inferred in Ref. £

?rom the analysis of one-dimensional sum rules.



о. Conclusion

We should like to emphasize two main results of this papei

The first result (which is of practical interest) in a new

model-independent method of calculation of radiative trg.nsitior

widths. This method may successfully compete with the traditio-

nal nonrelativistic modsls.

The second result (which is of theoretical interest) is

that QCD is able to predict not only the properties of separate

VI - resonances , as it has been found ou<, _»* rief. £1] but also

she amplitudes of the simplest processes where two such reso-

nances participate. The basic elements of the one-dintensions!

dispersion approach such as the validity of dispersion relations

and the duality between quarks and continuum seem to work well

in the two-dimensional case.

Vie hope to continue the investigation of these interesting

subjects in the nearest future.

The author is grateful to G.V.Gri^oryan, L.i3.0kun,

LI.A.Shifman and bl.I.Vysotsky for valuable discussions and cora-

aents,toSh.S.3rejnian for help in computer calculations and to

4.Ts.Amatuni and S.G.Matinyan for their interest in this: work.
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Table 1 The double spectral functions of triangle

diagrams and the dimensions c..,d of matrix

elements (4)»(5) for various transitions

TPC
1

' "

2++

1<1v-(i-'431')' l i

"1

2

2

3

2

d

1

2

1

3

3

3

-1
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• The widths of E1 transitions in charmonium.

The exp.values are obtained fron measured

branching ratios and relevant total widths:

r
*' =2Za t 56 keV [9] }Т& = 3 r 5 MeV;

ss 1 i ?

Predictions

iof iaum rules

Transition

|

- * <

at m
c
e1,25

(1,30) GeV

(keV)

7

(8)

АО

(3D

34

(3D

?28

(108)

280

(136)

Experiment

(keV)

16 + 8

100130 r

• зо+зо f

20 f

24+S f

' 36+5 r

30+10 т

160+30 r

170+40 -f

160+80 7

ORef. f9]

a)

165+50

55+55

35

36+30

144+20

120+40

320+60

340+80

320+150

;b)?.ef

a)

b)

o)

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c]

, J

Predictions of

nonrelativistic

raodels

DO
50

45

2Э

141

(iceV)

Da]

100 т 200

289 J200 -r 400

398 300 т 500

[1С] ;c)Hef. C4] .
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F I G U R E C A P T I O N S

gjg.1 The Feynratn diagram corresponding to the zeroth

• order in cLof the amplitude (1) (plus the diagram

with $
em
 and ^ interchanged)

Fifl»2 The graphical representation of the r.h.s. of Eq.

(3): the diagram (a) ((b) - (d)) corresponds to the.

resonance (continuum)contribution.

Fig.3 The postulated regions of duality between quark

and physical intermediate states in the s^

The quark contribution nonvanishlng on the straight

о !

line 0 is dual to the resonance contribution ( F and

P
1
points denoted by circles) in the region (a)

(4m
2
 <. e^j <: s

Q
) and is dual to the continuum

contribution (dotted lines and region) in the regicjn

(b) (а̂  2^
 B

o
^*

 T n e
 asy^Pto*!

0
 freedom region

о
s

1
 g « 4 m is shaded.
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